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FIG. 6 is a simplified flowchart illustrating potential opera
tions associated with one embodiment of the present disclo

SYSTEMAND METHOD FORDERVING
USER.EXPERTISE BASED ON DATA
PROPAGATING IN ANETWORK
ENVIRONMENT

Sure;

FIG. 7 is a simplified flowchart illustrating potential opera
tions associated with one embodiment of the present disclo

TECHNICAL FIELD

This disclosure relates in general to the field of communi
cations and, more particularly, to deriving user expertise
based on data propagating in a network environment.

Sure;

FIG. 8 is a simplified flowchart illustrating potential opera
tions associated with one embodiment of the present disclo
Sure;
10

BACKGROUND

The field of communications has become increasingly
important in today’s Society. In particular, the ability to effec
tively gather, associate, and organize information presents a
significant obstacle: especially for component manufactur
ers, system designers, and network operators. Identifying
potential experts can provide a practical resource that obvi
ates the need to develop knowledge, which has already been
accumulated and can be helpful to any business entity. As new
communication platforms and technologies become avail
able, new protocols should be developed in order to optimize
the characterization of experts. Certain issues have arisen in
data monitoring scenarios in which experts are sought to be
identified. Hence, the ability to provide a viable data discov
ery mechanism for deriving experts presents a significant
challenge to system designers, Software engineers, and net
work operators alike.

15

disclosure.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE
EMBODIMENTS

Overview

A method is provided in one example and includes evalu
ating network traffic; identifying any type of data within the
25

30

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

To provide a more complete understanding of the present
disclosure and features and advantages thereof, reference is
made to the following description, taken in conjunction with
the accompanying figures, wherein like reference numerals
represent like parts, in which:
FIG. 1A is a simplified block diagram of a communication
system for deriving user expertise based on data propagating

35

40

in a network environment in accordance with one embodi

ment,

FIG. 1B is a simplified block diagram illustrating one
possible implementation associated with discovering web
pages in accordance with one embodiment of the present

45

disclosure;

FIG. 1C is a simplified flowchart illustrating potential
operations associated with one embodiment of the present
disclosure;

FIG. 1D is a simplified schematic diagram of speech-to
text operations that can be performed in the communication
system in accordance with one embodiment of the present

50

55

60

FIG. 4 is a simplified flowchart illustrating potential opera
tions associated with one embodiment of the present disclo
FIG. 5 is a simplified table illustrating a series of example
users and terms associated with the communication system;

Social gestures, specific administrator provisioning or user
settings (e.g., that manually classify a URL as valuable or
transitional), or any other Suitable condition (e.g., inclusive of
a signature, an object, a tag, an identifier, etc.) that would
assist in classifying a URL as either transitional or valuable.
The condition can also relate to a context in which the URL

was accessed. For example, the context can be associated
with an e-mail transmission (e.g., where the URL was pro
vided in the body of the e-mail, as an attachment, in the
Subject line, etc.). The method may also include providing a

Sure;

Sure;

network traffic that is associated with a uniform resource

locator (URL). This can include web page information, con
tent, data directly relating to the URL itself, address informa
tion, etc. The method further includes identifying at least one
condition associated with the URL: and classifying the URL
as a transitional web page or as a valuable web page based on
the condition. In this sense, the term classifying is meant to
encompass any type of labeling, characterization, tagging,
marking, branding, designation, storing, categorization, etc.
Additionally, the terms transitional and valuable in this
context are simply referring to one type of URL having an
elevated value in comparisonto the other. Such classifications
can be subsequently used for additional purposes associated
with expertise, as further discussed below.
In more specific implementations, the method may include
storing a first URL in a transitional page list; storing a second
URL in a valuable page list; and receiving a search query
associated with expertise in a subject, where the valuable
page list is evaluated in generating a response to the search
query. The list can be provided in any type of table, queue,
cache, repository, database, or any other Suitable memory
element. Additionally, the method can include determining an
area of expertise for a user and a level of expertise for the user
based on any of the elements provided in the transitional page
list and the valuable page list.
Additionally, the method can include evaluating a transi
tional URL in the transitional page list; and reclassifying the
transitional URL such that it is provided to the valuable page
list. A condition can be associated with a time interval for
which the URLs are accessed. The condition can also include

disclosure;

FIG. 1E is a simplified block diagram of a media tagging
module in the communication system in accordance with one
embodiment of the present disclosure;
FIG. 2 is a simplified block diagram of a connector in the
communication system in accordance with one embodiment
of the present disclosure;
FIG.3 is a simplified flowchart illustrating potential opera
tions associated with one embodiment of the present disclo

FIG. 9 is a simplified table illustrating a series of example
users and terms associated with the communication system;
FIG. 10 is a simplified graph illustrating an example set of
delta values associated with deriving potential topics associ
ated with the communication system; and
FIG. 11 is a simplified flowchart illustrating potential
operations associated with one embodiment of the present

65

transitional URL to a blacklist after a number of times the
transitional URL has been classified for inclusion in a transi

tional page list. In alternative embodiments, the method may
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include maintaining a hash table during a browsing session to
determine if the condition has been satisfied for each uniform

resource locator accessed during the browsing session.
Example Embodiments
FIG. 1A is a simplified block diagram of a communication
system 10 for deriving user expertise based on data propagat
ing in a network environment. FIG. 1A may include an end
user 12, who is operating a computer device that is configured
to interface with an Internet Protocol (IP) network 14. In
addition, an administrator 20 is provided, where administra
tor 20 has the ability to interface with the architecture through
an IP network 18. In a particular embodiment, administrator
20 may act as end user 12 and both administrator 20 and end
user 12 may have access to IP network 14 and to IP network
18. Communication system 10 may further include a network
collaboration platform (NCP) 32, which includes an add to
whitelist/blacklist module 34, a feedback loop module 36,
and an administrator Suggest interface 38. FIG. 1A may also
include a connector 40, which includes a lightweight direc
tory access protocol (LDAP) feeder element 42, a vocabulary

10

In accordance with certain embodiments, communication

15

feeder module 44, a table write service element 48, a stream

ing database feeder 50, an indexer 67, and an expertise tag
derivation module 57. Expertise tag derivation module 57
may include an emerging vocabulary topics element 46 and a
hot topics element 47.
FIG. 1A may also include a collector 54 that includes a first
in, first out (FIFO) element 56, a media tagging module 52, a
text extraction module 58, a blacklist 60, a document type
filter 62, a noun phrase extractor module 64, a whitelist 66, a
document splitter element 68, a clean topics module 70, and
a transitional page detection engine 75. Multiple collectors 54
may be provisioned at various places within the network,
where such provisioning may be based on how much infor
mation is sought to be tagged, the capacity of various network

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

A list of videos would be shown based on the search words,

and end user 12 could pick the appropriate video. In order to
watch the video, end user 12 had to go through various land
ing pages or “referrers' before reaching the actual page that
had the video.

Typical user browsing patterns have proven that a web page
or URL does not need be accessed through a direct visit; the
web page or URL can be accessed through external referrers,
within internal pages, and through search engines. For
example, if end user 12 searches for "CAT 6K’, the search
would come back with a number of pages that refer to "CAT
6K. End user 12 may open the first few links in separate tabs

system 10 can be configured to process vocabulary filtered
URLS for web pages that a given end user accesses. Each
URL for a web page may be placed into one of two lists to
assign a value to the captured URL (e.g., transitional state
(low value) or valuable state (high value)). A transitional state
can indicate that the URL may have been used for naviga
tional purposes, or as a referrer (e.g., landing pages, portals
pages, search engines, etc.). A valuable state can indicate that
the URL may have been a web page where end user 12 ended
their transitions or navigation (last web page accessed after
multiple page hops). Note that the broad terms URL and
web page are interchangeable and synonymous, as used
herein in this Specification.
Furthermore, the amount of time spent at a URL can be
used to determine the characterization of the state of the URL

elements, etc.

In one example embodiment, communication system 10
tags users based on various network activities such as web
browsing. As users browse web pages, communication sys
tem 10 tags the uniform resource locator (URL) that identifies
a specific browsed web page (e.g., using a business vocabu
lary). The URL is a uniform resource identifier (URI) that can
specify where a known resource (e.g., data or web page) is
available and/or the mechanism for retrieving the resource.
During the process of browsing, end user 12 can move from
one web page to another. Certain web pages are offering data
that may have pointers or links to web pages that end user 12
would like to access. These landing pages could be portal
home pages like www.cisco.com, search result pages, etc.;
however, such pages may have little value in identifying
experts using communication system 10. For example, if end
user 12 wants to watch a particular video on a particular
internal website (e.g., www.cisco.com), then searches for
particular videos can be initiated from the internal homepage.

4
and only find one web page that is valuable to them (i.e., a web
page at which the individual devotes more time in comparison
to others). If the end user's browsing behavior is fully cap
tured (i.e., all the filtered pages that end user 12 accesses are
tagged), the landing pages can have a negative impact in
expert locator (inclusive of expert derivation) algorithms, or
the tagged pages can cause unnecessary index space to be
used as users who are not experts would be systematically
identified as experts merely because they accessed the land
ing pages.

(e.g., transitional state or valuable state). For example, if end
user 12 lands on a first web page, and quickly transitions to a
second web page within a few seconds, then the URL for the
first web page can be provided in a transitional page list. Also,
if end user 12 lands on a first web page, Switches to a second
web page, moves back to the first web page, and then abruptly
moves to a third web page, etc., then the URL for the first web
page could also be provided in the transitional page list. In
contrast, if end user 12 lands on a first web page, uploads/
downloads content from the first web page, and continues to
spenda certainamount of time (which can be a predetermined
amount) on the first web page, then the URL for the first web
page can be provided in a valuable page list. In a particular
embodiment, placing URLs in a transitional page list can help
identify web pages that have a low value for deriving user
expertise based on data propagating in a network. Because
web pages that have a low value for deriving user expertise are
not used, a smaller and more accurate index of experts may be
created.

In broader terms, the wisdom of the (network) crowd can
be leveraged such that URLS can change state from a transi
tional state to a valuable state (or vice versa). For example, if
URLX is in the transitional page list, but is accessed by a
majority of users as a destination web page instead of transi
tional web page, then URLX can be moved to the valuable
page list over time. Similarly, if URLX is currently in the
valuable page list, but is accessed by a majority of users as a
transitional page, then URLX can be provided in the transi
tional page list. Note that individual users (e.g., an adminis
trator) can manually classify URLs as valuable or transitional
in certain embodiments.

60

65

In particular scenarios in which a user leaves for coffee or
is interrupted during a web page browse, the URL for the web
page may be provided in the valuable page list because the
user treated the web page like a web page where the user
ended their transitions or navigation. However, if the web
page is a transitional web page (e.g., used for navigational
purposes or as a referrer), then the state of the URL for the
web page can be changed (from valuable to transitional)
based on the browsing of other system users. If most of the
users use the web page as a re-direct/reference web page, then

US 8,886,797 B2
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the state of the URL for the web page can be changed to
transitional. In a particular embodiment, once a threshold is
reached (e.g., 1000 instances, where a URL is designated as
valuable or as transitional), the URL may be provided in
whitelist 66 or blacklist 60 respectively. The URLs in black
list 60 can be used to identify the low value (e.g., transitional)
web pages. The URLs in whitelist 66 may be used to identify
high value (valuable) web pages and, further, improve exper
tise locator algorithms.
Turning to FIG. 1B, this particular example includes tran
sitional page detection engine 75, along with blacklist 60 and
whitelist 66 of FIG. 1A. In general terms, blacklist 60 and
whitelist 66 can be included in any type of media/document
tagging and filtering mechanism. Transitional page detection
engine 75 further includes a transitional page list 71, a valu
able page list 73, a threshold meter 77, a memory element
86a, and a processor 88a. In basic terms, transitional page
detection engine 75 is configured to monitor user web behav
ior over a period of time to identify transitional (low value)
web pages and valuable (high value) web pages. The term
“web page' is a broad term, which is inclusive of any type of
network content, web page, URL, blog, wiki element, etc. at
which data can be accessed, reviewed, uploaded, managed,
stored, or otherwise received. The URL can identify the web
page, or provide a link to content.
In a particular embodiment, threshold meter 77 monitors
the number of instances where a web page is designated as a
valuable web page or a transitional web page. A threshold
counter 79 may be associated with each URL in transitional
page list 71 and in valuable page list 73. In a particular
embodiment, threshold meter 77 may contain threshold
counter 79 to record each time a web page is designated as a
valuable web page or a transitional web page (e.g., in a URL
hash table).
Once the threshold counter reaches a threshold, (e.g., 1000
instances where a web page is designated a valuable web page
or a transitional web page) the URL for the web page may be
provided in whitelist 66 or blacklist 60, respectively. The
URLs in blacklist 60 can be used to identify the low value
(e.g., transitional) web pages. The URLs in whitelist 66 may
be used to further improve expertise locator algorithms, as
detailed herein. The threshold can be configurable based on
system requirements and traffic analysis. At regular intervals
communication system 10 and/or administrator 20 may audit
blacklist 60 and whitelist 66 to determine if URLs in blacklist
60 or whitelist 66 should be removed and/or added to blacklist

60 or whitelist 66. In this sense, any of the classifications
being conducted by the platform can readily be modified,
changed, or otherwise (manually) adjusted by a given user
(e.g., an administrator, a network user, etc.).
In operation, each web page can be monitored, where the
URL for the web page can be placed into either transitional
page list 71 (low value state) or valuable page list 73 (high
value state). Transitional page list 71 contains the URL of web
pages that were used for navigational purposes or as referrers
(e.g., portals pages, search engines, etc.). Valuable page list
73 can further include the URL of web pages at which the user
ended their transitions or navigation (e.g., last web page
accessed after multiple page hops).
For example, as shown in TABLE 1 below, for a registered
user, the user behavior may be monitored such that at time T1,

6
of time, if the user behavior changes, then the states can be
accordingly changed. For example, as shown in TABLE 2.
URL2 may be removed from transitional page list 71 and
added to valuable page list 73.
TABLE 1

URL access with Timestamps
10

URL1

URL2

URL3

URL3

15

TABLE 2

URL access with Timestamps

-H
URL1

25

30

35

40

URL2

URL2

URL2

To determine the state of the web page (transitional or
valuable), the amount of time spent at the web page can be
considered. For example, if a user lands on a first web page,
and then jumps to a second web page within few seconds, then
the URL for the first web page would be provided in transi
tional page list 71. In addition, if user lands on the first web
page, jumps to the second web page, then goes back to the first
web page, jumps to a third web page, etc., then the URL for
the first web page may be provided to transitional page list 71
(i.e., delivered to, sent to, populated to, provisioned in a table,
etc.). Alternatively, if a user lands on the first web page,
uploads/downloads content from the first web page, and then
the user spends more than a threshold amount of time on the
first web page, then the URL for the first web page may be
provided to valuable page list 73. The threshold amount of
time can be configurable based on system requirements and
traffic analysis and, further, may be any amount of time that
would allow a web page to be properly classified as transi
tional or valuable.

45

50

55

60

the user accessed URL1, at timeT2, the user accessed URL2,

and at time T3, the user accessed URL3. If the transition stops
at URL3, then URL3 would be provided in valuable page list
73, whereas URL1 and URL2, would be provided in transi
tional page list71. Note that this example is representative of
one session (defined by one domain per user). Over a period

-H

65

In a particular embodiment, Social gestures can also be
used to determine the importance of a page. For example, if a
user accesses content of a page (copy/paste) in an email, then
the importance of the page increases. If a user refers to a page
in the email, then the importance of the page would similarly
increase. Additionally, using Such social gestures, web pages
can be rated. If the rate moves higher than a maximum thresh
old, then the URL for the web page can be provided in
valuable page list 73. If the rate drops below a certain mini
mum threshold, then the URL for the web page can be pro
vided in transitional page list 71. Many different social ges
tures may be used to determine the importance of a page and,
further, the Social gestures may be equally weighted, or some
may be weighted more than others. For example, download
ing data from the web page may be weighted more than
clicking a link on the web page.
The following example describes how web pages (or the
URL for the web pages) during one session (e.g., one domain
per user) are classified as “transitional' or “valuable.” For
example, if a user wants to watch a video and the user knows
the exact URL of the video (e.g., URL1), then the user can
type the URL on a web browser ((a) t1=10:28 AM). The end
user may be directed to the video without any hops. In this
example, the user does not perform additional activities (i.e.,

US 8,886,797 B2
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added to valuable page list 73 and URL1, 2, 3, and 4 can be
added into transitional page list 71.

7
no URL change in the same session) such that the video URL
gets recorded and placed into a hash table associated with a
valuable state. TABLE 3 below illustrates a valuable state

hash table, which contains the URL. After the session is over,

TABLE 5

the URL can be added to valuable page list 73. Because the

Transitional State Hash Table

visit to the URL was a direct visit to watch the video in this

instance, the user would stay on the web page for more than
just few seconds. There would be a thread running at a pre
determined interval (e.g., every minute) to check if the pre
determined interval has passed (e.g., one minute has passed).

10

URL

Count

URL1
URL2
URL3
URL4

1
1
1
1

TABLE 3

URL List HashMap with Timestamp

TABLE 6

15

URL 1 (a) t1 = 10:28 am
(direct cvision site)

In a particular embodiment, the interval can be determined
by recording a last timestamp matched against the URL (in
this case, t1) minus a current timestamp. If the interval is
longer than the predetermined interval (e.g., a minute), then
the URL would be provided in valuable page list 73 and a
counterfor the URL (e.g., URL1) may be increased by one. In
a particular embodiment, the current browsing history is

Valuable State Hash Table

25

stored in a current URL list hash table and at the end of the

browsing session, or when a web page is designated as a
valuable web page, the current URL list hash table may be
flushed to save resources.

In an alternative example, shown in TABLE 4, a user can
watch a video by first visiting a home web page (URL1(a) t1)
(e.g., www.cisco.com), then clicking on a specific section
(URL2(a)t2), (e.g., Engineering Section). A search may be
performed using keywords, where search results may be
returned with a list of videos (URL4(at4). The video that the
user seeks to watch (URL5(at5) may be selected.

35

1

If a given set of search results are opened in multiple tabs,
(where TABLE 7 is a first tab and TABLE 8 is a second tab),
then the action by the user may be interpreted as another
browsing session (i.e., another domain for that user). For
example, once the user has landed on URL4 (search result
page), another tab can be opened to watch the video. In this
case, a new second URL list hash table may be created, where
first URL list hash table ends at URL4. After the predeter
mined time period, (e.g., one minute) URL4 can be put in
valuable page list 73, and URLs1, 2, and 3 can be put in
transitional page list 71, and the first URL hash list may be
flushed. Similarly, after the predetermined amount of time,
the URL5 in the second URL hash table can be provided in
valuable page list 73, and the second URL hash list may be
flushed.
TABLE 7

40

URL List Hash Map
(ends at Cvision search results)

URL 1 (a) t1 = 10:28 am
wwwin.cisco.com

URL2(a) t2 = 10:28:30 am
wwwin.cisco.com/eng
URL3(a) t3 = 10:28:45am
cvision search page
URL4(a) tA = 10:29:20 am

Count

URLS

the first URL list has a table contains URLs1, 2, 3, and 4. The
30

TABLE 4

URL List HashMap with Timestamp (Search Engine)

URL

URL 1 (a) t1 = 10:28 am
wwwin.cisco.com
45

cvision search result

URL5(a) tS = 10:29:45am
video page

URL2(a) t2 = 10:28:30 am
wwwin.cisco.com/eng
URL3(a) t3 = 10:28:45am
cvision search page
URL4(a) tA = 10:29:20 am
cvision search result

50

In this example, when the URL1 is accessed at til=10:28

TABLE 8

AM, the timer thread can be invoked at 10:28:00 AM. After a

predetermined interval (e.g., one minute), the thread can
wake up to check if the predetermined interval has elapsed
between the last entry and the current time. At 10:29:00 AM,
a transitional state hash table (TABLE 5) may have URL3

55

URL List HashMap
(video opened in new tab)
URL5(a) tS = 10:29:45am
video page

inserted at t3=10:28:45 AM. The difference is not met the

predetermined interval (e.g., only fifteen seconds) and, there
fore, the timer would again sleep for the predetermined inter
val (e.g., minute). At 10:30:00 AM, the timer can be invoked
again, but since only another 15 seconds have elapsed from
the last entry (URL5), the timer would sleep again. At 10:31:
00 AM, the time difference from last entry and current time
would be over the predetermined interval (e.g., one minute)
and, hence, URL5 can be provided in valuable state hashtable
(TABLE 6). At the end of the browsing session, URL5 can be

60
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Turning to FIG. 1C, FIG. 1C is a simplified flowchart 100
illustrating example activities associated with classifying
URLs based on data propagating in a network environment.
At 102, a URL is accessed by any network user. The URL may
identify a web page, web content, etc. At 104, communication
system 10 determines if a predetermined amount of time was
spent accessing a web page identified by the URL. For
example, communication system 10 may determine if one
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minute was spent accessing a web page identified by the
URL. If communication system 10 determines that a prede
termined amount of time was not spent accessing the URL,
then the web page identified by the URL is tagged as transi
tional, and the URL is stored in a transitional page list, as is
illustrated in 106. For example, the URL for the web page
may be added to transitional page list 71.
In cases where the architecture determines that a predeter
mined amount of time was spent accessing the URL, then the
web page identified by the URL can be tagged as valuable,
and the URL is Subsequently stored in a valuable page list, as
is illustrated in 108. For example, the URL for the web page
may be added to valuable page list 73. In this manner, the
topics of interest and the area of expertise for end user 12 can
(at least partially) be determined using the URLs in valuable
page list 73. In addition, other suitable mechanisms may be
used to determine the topics of interest and the area of exper
tise for end user 12, for example, by building a personal
vocabulary for end user 12. Before turning to additional
operational capabilities of communication system 10, the
vocabulary development is discussed below.
In generating a large corpus of Vocabulary words, several
issues arise in the context of locating experts based on key
word queries. Communication system 10 can offer an intel
ligent filtering of words in order to identify potential experts.
In one particular example, communication system 10 can
automatically derive expertise tags (e.g., topics that may be
part of someone's domain of expertise) using an expertise
location system and related Statistics. The actual tags can be
developed by expertise tag derivation module 57. In operational terms, an expertise location interface (e.g., administra
tor interface 38) can be used to query a corpus (i.e., a dataset)
of information related to users of a system to determine
experts for a particular search query. A response to the search
query can include any type of identifier for the user being
identified with a particular expertise. For example, the user
identifier in the response can include a user ID, an e-mail
address, an IP address, a first and/or last name, an employee
identifier, etc.

Relevant words can be chosen to Suggest expertise tags,
which can offer topics that may reflect respective areas of
expertise for corresponding users. Commonly, only a small
percentage of users appropriately tag themselves (e.g., manu
ally add a tag to their corresponding work profile). This
results in a poor representation of possible experts within an
organization. Communication system 10 can address this
issue by automatically deriving user expertise based on exist
ing data that propagates in a network. In regards to potential
Sources for the tags, when given the corpus of data, commu
nication system 10 can be configured to examine network
data to find words/noun phrases that are frequently used. Any
Suitable method can be used to mine the corpus of data (e.g.,
using syntactic analysis, counting word occurrence patterns,
etc.). If a set of allowed words is previously known, then the
occurrences of these words can be counted using any appropriate mechanism (e.g., streaming databases, standard data
bases, etc.).
Additionally, where the data is observed over a period of
time, using emerging topics element 46, communication sys
tem 10 can determine topics that are emerging. Emerging in
this context can mean that initially, only a few occurrences
appear in the corpus of data for a given set of words, but over
time, the words become more prominent and/or popular. Such
a scenario is typical for companies offering new products, or
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unique query over time. An inference can be made that the
most used query terms would most probably represent topics
of interest to a majority of users. Given the sets oftopics, each
topic can be maintained and, further, a set of experts for any
particular topic can be readily identified. Each tag in a given
data list can be representative of an expertise tag to be used for
identifying the top experts in the organization. Any Suitable
type of threshold can be applied to select the best expert out
of the experts being returned by the system (e.g., score-based
mechanisms inclusive of peer review, percentage based (top
10%), weighting algorithms, feedback information, etc.).
In operation, a portion of the expert derivation can be
performed regularly (e.g., daily), where new expertise tags
are presented to an administrator 20 for approval. For
example, this ratification could symbolize a promotion of a
particular expertise tag into end user's 12 profile. The exper
tise can be part of the relevant aggregated Vocabulary terms
(e.g., groups of keywords for a networking company could
include routing, Switching, deep packet inspection, etc.).
Note that the set of hot topics does not have to belong to the
vocabulary term set. The hot topics could include any word
(or term, or group of words), since the hot topics module is
used to derive new suggestions for the Vocabulary terms.
Expertise tag derivation module 57 can be used to generate
a set of users deemed to have relevant expertise on certain
topics. This number of topics can be readily configurable by
administrator 20. Expertise tag derivation module 57 can also
generate a set of topics (expertise tags) for each user. Any of
this possible expertise classification (or simple identification)
can be included in a user's profile (e.g., in a querying or pull
model). Using hot topics element 47, a set of hot topics per
user can also be generated by expertise tag derivation module
57, where this number is also configurable by administrator
20. This can further be used in a managerial view (e.g., for an
end user, or for an administrator) to illustrate the users top
topics of interaction (e.g., pull model). A set of hot topics per
system (e.g., per business segment) can also be generated,
where this number is also configurable by administrator 20.
Furthermore, this can be used by an analytics module to
display the top topics in the enterprise (e.g., pull model)
Note that there are several acceptable ways in which such
tags can be derived. Depending on system-level architectural
choices, various acceptable methodologies can be used to
account for performance, memory, and central processing
unit parameters. For example, one type of solution may make
use of database technologies (e.g., Attivio, Truviso, etc.).
Such solutions may be used in processing blocks associated
with connector 40. Additional details related to expertise
derivation activities are provided below with reference to
FIGS. 2-11. Before turning to those details, some primary
information is offered related to how the underlying network
data is aggregated, developed, and analyzed.
Communication system 10 can intelligently harvest net
work data from a variety of end users, and automatically
create vocabulary by observing each users interaction/traffic
on the network. In a general sense, the architecture can isolate
terms per person in order to define an end user's personal
Vocabulary. This information can Subsequently be used to
identify specific experts. Communication system 10 can
intelligently and dynamically auto generate different lists of
personal Vocabulary per user without creating additional
overhead for the end users.

As part of its Vocabulary development activities, commu
nication system 10 can tag words for specific end users (e.g.,
engaging in new services, projects, etc.
65 end user 12). For example, relevant words identified in an
Note that as users generate search queries for experts, enterprise system can be extracted from the documents that
communication system 10 can aggregate the counts for each are flowing through the network. The tags can be categorized
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and then associated to end user 12, who generated or who
consumed each document. In accordance with one example
implementation, a tag can be given different weights depend
ing on several potential document characteristics. Note that
the term 'tag as used herein in this Specification is meant to
connote any type of identifier (inclusive of a field, an object,
a marker, a flag, etc.) that can be used in conjunction with
communication system 10. One characteristic relates to the
type of document propagating in the network (for example,
email, an HTTP transaction, a PDF, a Word document, a text

message, an instant message, etc.). Another characteristic
relates to the type of usage being exhibited by end user 12. For
example, the system can evaluate if end user 12 represents the
producer of the content (e.g., the sender, the poster, etc.), or
the consumer of the content (e.g., the recipient, the audience
member, etc.). In one example, if end user 12 were posting a
document including the identified Vocabulary, the act of post
ing Such words would accord the words a higher weight than
merely receiving an email that includes the particular vocabu
lary words. Stated in different terms, in a forum in which end
user 12 is authoring a document to be posted (e.g., on a blog,
on a corporate website, in a corporate engineering forum,
etc.), vocabulary words within that document would have a
higher associative value than if the words were propagating in
lesser forums (e.g., a passive recipient in an email forum). Yet
another characteristic relates to a probability of a term show
ing up in a document. (Note that multiple word terms have a
lower probability of occurrence and, therefore, carry a higher
weight when they are identified). In one instance, the tagged
Vocabulary words can be aggregated using streaming data
bases, where the aggregated tags can be stored and archived in

12
potential vocabulary candidates. Multi-word phrases can be
given more weight than single word terms. The decision
whether to include these words in whitelist 66 or the blacklist
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a summarized format.

The resulting information may be suitably categorized in
any appropriate format. For example, a dynamic database
(e.g., table, list, etc.) can be generated for each individual
user, each user-to-user communication (e.g., 1-1, N or N.
etc.), and each type of document (e.g., email, phone conver
sation messages, Meeting Place meeting data, WebEx data,
blog posting. White Paper, PDF, Word document, video file,
audio file, text message, etc.). Essentially, any type of infor
mation propagating in the network can be suitably catego
rized in the corresponding database of the tendered architec
ture. Some of the possible database configurations are

35

40

described below with reference to FIG. 2.

It should be noted that there are several different types of
objects flowing through the architecture of communication
system 10. Components within communication system 10
can identify which objects should be processed by particular
components of the configuration. In operation of an example
that is illustrative of business vocabulary being developed, at
Vocabulary feeder module 44, data can be sent by noun phrase
extractor module 64, (i.e., the content field) and this can be
used for vocabulary suggestion for administrator 20. This
data can be anonymous, having no user concept. For LDAP
feeder element 42, whitelisted terms are provided (from
whitelist 66) and, further, this can be used for personal
Vocabulary building, as discussed herein. In essence, this data
belongs to aparticular user (e.g., end user 12); it is a document

45

50

authors of those documents, and ranks them based on rel
55

evancy scores. Any individual whose score is above a system
defined threshold, could join an expert set. Note that even
though a user may be designated as being in the expert set,
users of the expert set could still vary in their expertise level
based on their scores.

associated to a user. Thus, there are two distinct workflows

occurring in the architecture, which processes different types
of documents for different purposes.
Another aspect of the architecture involves a noun phrase
extraction component, which can be provided along with
filtering mechanisms, and stream access counts to retrieve
popular and/or new vocabulary terms. In one example imple
mentation, involving the development of business vocabu
lary, the architecture can suggest words and phrases that are

60 can rest with administrator 20 and/or transitional page
detection engine 75. Administrator 20 can also decide if the
words should never be brought to his attention again by mark
ing them for addition to the list of administrator stop words.
This can take the form of a feedback loop, for example, from
the NCP user interface to the network sensor/central engine
(depending on where the stop word removal component may
reside).
In one example embodiment, only a certain domain of data
(e.g., words) of Vocabulary is tagged. As used herein in this
Specification, the term data is meant to encompass any
information (video, text, audio, multimedia, Voice, etc.) in
any suitable format that propagates in a network environment.
The particular domain could be provided in a whitelist, which
reflects specific network content. In one example implemen
tation, administrator 20 can develop a certain domain that
respects privacy issues, privileged content, etc. Such that the
ultimate composite of documents or files would reflect infor
mation capable of being shared amongst employees in a cor
porate (potentially public) environment. In certain implemen
tations, the resultant composite of documents (i.e., data) can
help to identify experts associated with specific Subject mat
ter areas; however, there are a myriad of additional uses to
which communication system 10 can apply. As used herein in
this Specification, the term resultant composite can be any
object, location, database, repository, server, file, table, etc.
that can offer administrator 20 the results generated by com
munication system 10.
Communication system 10 can harvest network data from
a variety of end users, and automatically create personal
vocabulary from business vocabulary by observing each
users interaction/traffic on the network. In a general sense
communication system 10 is constantly extracting keywords
based on the traffic end user 12 is sending and receiving on the
network and the architecture can isolate terms per person in
order to define an end user's personal vocabulary. This infor
mation can Subsequently be used to identify specific experts.
End user's 12 personal vocabulary can be based on the
number of occurrences a specific term is seen in the network
(e.g., over a period of time) and end user's 12 expertise may
be calculated per term. The expertise can be independent of
the other users in the system and, further, can be reflective of
end user's 12 individual activity on those terms. In a particu
lar embodiment, an expertise metric may be more complex,
and may be provided relative to the activity of the other users
in the system, along with the recentness of the activity and the
relevance to a specific term. While calculating the expertise
for end user 12 for a specific business-related term, the system
develops a list of relevant documents for that term, lists the

60
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Turning to the infrastructure of FIG. 1A, IP networks 14
and 18 represent a series of points or nodes of interconnected
communication paths for receiving and transmitting packets
of information, which propagate through communication
system 10. IP networks 14 and 18 offer a communicative
interface between servers (and/or end users) and may be any
local area network (LAN), a wireless LAN (WLAN), a met
ropolitan area network (MAN), a virtual LAN (VLAN), a
virtual private network (VPN), a wide area network (WAN).
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or any other appropriate architecture or system that facilitates
communications in a network environment. IP networks 14

and 18 can implement a TCP/IP communication language
protocol in a particular embodiment of the present disclosure;
however, IP networks 14 and 18 may alternatively implement
any other Suitable communication protocol for transmitting
and receiving data packets within communication system 10.
Note that the elements of FIG. 1A-1B can readily be part of
a server in certain embodiments of this architecture. In one

example implementation, collector 54, connector 40, and/or
NCP.32 are (or are part of) network elements that facilitate or
otherwise helps coordinate the URL classification operations,
as explained herein. As used herein in this Specification, the
term network element is meant to encompass network appli
ances, servers, routers, Switches, gateways, bridges, loadbal
ancers, firewalls, processors, modules, or any other Suitable
device, proprietary component, element, or object operable to
exchange information in a network environment. Moreover,
the network elements may include any Suitable hardware,
Software, components, modules, interfaces, or objects that
facilitate the operations thereof. This may be inclusive of
appropriate algorithms and communication protocols that
allow for the effective exchange of data or information. Note

10

15

that each of collector 54, connector 40, and/or NCP.32 can be

provisioned with their own dedicated processors and memory
elements (not shown), or alternatively the processors and
memory elements may be shared by collector 54, connector

25

40, and NCP 32.

In one example implementation, connector 40 and/or col
lector 54 includes software (e.g., as part of transitional page
detection engine 75, expertise tag derivation module 57, etc.)
to achieve the URL classification operations, as outlined

30

herein in this document. In other embodiments, this feature

may be provided externally to any of the aforementioned
elements, or included in some other network device to

achieve this intended functionality. Alternatively, several ele
ments may include Software (or reciprocating Software) that
can coordinate in order to achieve the operations, as outlined
herein. In still other embodiments, any of the devices of FIG.
1A may include any Suitable algorithms, hardware, Software,
components, modules, interfaces, or objects that facilitate the
URL classification operations. Additional operational capa
bilities of communication system 10 are detailed below.
Turning to FIG. 1D, FIG. 1D is a simplified schematic
diagram illustrating a number of speech-to-text operations 30
that may occur within communication system 10. In one
implementation, the speech-to-text operations are part of text
extraction module 58. The speech-to-text conversion can
include a number of stages. For example, waveform acquisi
tion 31 can sample the analog audio waveform. Waveform
segmentation 33 can break the waveform into individual pho
nemes (e.g., eliminating laughter, coughing, various back
ground noises, etc.). Phoneme matching 35 can assign a sym
bolic representation to the phoneme waveform (e.g., using
Some type of phonetic alphabet). In addition, text generation
37 can map phonemes to their intended textual representation
(e.g., using the term “meet” or “meat'). If more than one
mapping is possible (as in this example), a contextual analysis
can be used to choose the most likely version.
In operation, media tagging module 52 can be configured
to receive a media file (video, audio, etc.) and transform that
information into a text tagged file, which is further passed to
a document indexing function. More specifically, and in one
example implementation, there is a separate workflow that
occurs before text extraction activities are performed. This
separate workflow can address media files, which may
undergo some type of conversion from audio to text. For
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example, if a video file were to be received, audio information
would be identified and, subsequently, converted to text infor
mation to identify relevant enterprise Vocabulary. An audio
stream can be converted to a phonetic index file (i.e., a pho
netic audio track). Once the phonetic index file is created, an
enterprise Vocabulary can be applied to search for enterprise
terms within this phonetic index file. In one instance, the
enterprise vocabulary may include one or more whitelist
words, which can be developed or otherwise configured (e.g.,
by an administrator).
Applying the enterprise Vocabulary can include, for
example, taking each word within the enterprise Vocabulary
and searching for those particular words (e.g., individually) in
the audio track. For example, for an enterprise vocabulary of
1000 words, a series of application program interfaces (APIs)
can be used to identify that a given word (“meet') is found at
specific time intervals (T-3 seconds, T=14 seconds, T=49
seconds, etc.). The resultant could be provided as a list of 40
words (in this particular example).
This list can be checked against a personal Vocabulary
database, which is particular to the end user who is seeking to
send, receive, upload, etc. this media file. Thus, the personal
Vocabulary (e.g., having 250 words) can be loaded and lever
aged in order to eliminate false positives within the 40 words.
This could further reduce the resultant list to 25 words. A

resulting text file can be fed to text extraction module 58 for
additional processing, as outlined herein.
FIG. 1E is a simplified block diagram that illustrates addi
tional details relating to an example implementation of media
tagging module 52. Media tagging module 52 may include a
Video-to-audio converter 72, a phoneme engine 74, a tagged
file 76, a thumbnail module 92, a memory element 86b, a
processor 88b, and a personal vocabulary database 78. A raw
video file 82 can be sought to be uploaded by end user 12, and
it can propagate through media tagging module 52 in order to
generate tagged data with false positives removed 84.
Additionally, a search module 98 is also provided in FIG.
1E and this element can interact with media tagging module
52 in order to search information that has already been intel
ligently filtered using the various mechanisms outlined
herein. For example, a search interface could be provided (to
a given end user) and the interface could be configured to
initiate a search for particular Subject areas within a given
database. The removal of false positives can occur at an
indexing time such that when an end user provides a new
search to the system, the database is more accurate and,
therefore, a better search result is retrieved.
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In the context of one example flow, media can be extracted
from HTTP streams, where it is subsequently converted to
audio information. The audio track can be phonetic audio
track (PAT) indexed. Appropriate tags can be generated and
indexed, where thumbnails are transported and saved. Que
ries can be then served to the resulting database of entries
(e.g., displayed as thumbnails), where relevant video and
audio files can be searched. Duplicate video entries can be
removed, modified, edited, etc. on a periodic basis (e.g., by an
administrator, or by some other individual). In addition, the
appropriate video or audio player can offer a suitable index
(e.g., provided as a jump-to” feature) that accompanies the
media.

Speech recognition can be employed in various media con
texts (e.g., video files, Telepresence conferences, phone
Voicemails, dictation, etc.). In addition, any number of for
mats can be supported by communication system 10 Such as
flash video (FLV), MPEG, MP4, MP3, WMV, audio video
interleaved (AVI), MOV, QuickTime (QT)VCD, MP4, DVD,
etc. Thumbnail module 92 can store one or more thumbnails
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ona platform that connects individual end users. The platform
could be (for example) used in the context of searching for
particular types of information collected by the system.
Turning to technical details related to how the personal
vocabulary can be developed. FIG. 2 is a simplified block
diagram of an example implementation of connector 40. In
this particular configuration, connector 40 includes a memory
element 86c, and a processor 88c. Connector 40 also includes
expertise tag derivation module 57, a junk filter mechanism
94 (which may be tasked with removing erroneous vocabu
lary items), a vocabulary module 49, a weighting module 55,
a streaming database feeder 50, emerging topics element 46.
hot topics element 47, a hot a MQC 59, a COC 61, a topics

5

10

database 63, a collaboration database 65, an indexer module

67, and an index database 69. Indexer module 67 is config
ured to assist in categorizing the words (and/or noun phrases)
collected in communication system 10. Those indices can be
stored in index database 69, which can be searched by a given
administrator or an end user in querying for particular
experts. Note that any type of search interface can be used to
generate the search query, where Such interfaces may be
provided in a computer being used by end user 12, adminis
trator 20, etc. For example, the search interface could simply
be a link, an application, or some type of Software: all of
which could be used to communicate queries to some type of
database (e.g., memory element).
Along similar reasoning, topics database 63 can store
words associated with particular topics identified within the
personal vocabulary. Collaboration database 65 can involve
multiple end users (e.g., along with administrator 20) in for
mulating or refining the aggregated personal Vocabulary
words and/or noun phrases. In regards to vocabulary module
49, this storage area can store the resultant composite of
Vocabulary words (e.g., per individual), or such information
can be stored in any of the other databases depicted in FIG. 2.
It is imperative to note that this example of FIG. 2 is merely
representing one of many possible configurations that con
nector 40 could have. Other permutations are clearly within
the broad scope of the tendered disclosure.
In operation of an example for deriving expertise, consider
an instance where the most used topics in the corpus of data is
router and IP networks, where the term MPLS is being used
the most by querying users, and where the emerging topic is
Telepresence. The list of candidate tags could be provided as
router, IP networks, MPLS, and Telepresence. Communicat
ing these terms to an interface of the expertise derivation
mechanism (e.g., end user 12 or administrator 20 interfacing
with connector 40) would offer the following results:
router->all employees in the routing company
IP networks’->Expert1 (score 100), Expert2 (score 90),
Expert3 (score 10)
MPLS->Expert4
Telepresence’->Expert5.
The first term is simply too broad and it does not provide
any filtering for this particular query. The term IP networks
can be suggested as a topic of expertise to Expert1 and to
Expert2, but Expert3 can be dropped because his retrieved
score is too low with respect to the other two (i.e., potentially
better) experts. In a similar fashion, the term MPLS can be
suggested to Expert4 and the term Telepresence to Expert5.
In regards to a different (underlying) data collection activ
ity, Suitable filtering and processing operations can be per
formed on collector 54, where those results may be provided
to connector 40 for identifying potential areas of expertise
and to connector 40 for building personal vocabulary. With
respect to the initial text stripping operations, noun phrase
extractor module 64 can find the noun phrases in any text
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field. In more specific implementations, pronouns and single
words are excluded from being noun phrases. A noun phrase
can be part of a sentence that refers to a person, a place, or a
thing. In most sentences, the Subject and the object (if there is
one) are noun phrases. Minimally, a noun phrase can consist
of a noun (e.g., “water or “pets’) or a pronoun (e.g., “we” or
“you”). Longer noun phrases can also contain determiners
(e.g., “every dog), adjectives (e.g., “green apples') or other
preceding, adjectival nouns (e.g., “computer monitor repair
manual'), and other kinds of words, as well. They are called
noun phrases because the headword (i.e., the word that the
rest of the phrase, if any, modifies) is a noun or a pronoun. For
search and other language applications, noun phrase extrac
tion is useful because much of the interesting information in
text is carried by noun phrases. In addition, most search
queries are noun phrases. Thus, knowing the location of the
noun phrases within documents and, further, extracting them
can be an important step for tagging applications.
For the end user interface, periodically, terms can be Sug
gested to the administrator for adding to the vocabulary. The
existing interface for user-suggested Vocabulary could be
used for displaying the terms to the administrator. In one
example implementation, a stop word removal feature can be
provided on connector 40 (e.g., this could make implemen
tation of the feedback loop more efficient). In other instances,
the stop word removal feature is placed on collector 54 so that
only the filtered fields are sent over to connector 40. The
concept field can be accessible like other fields in the
received/collected documents. The concept field is a list of
string field values. Additional functionalities associated with
these operations are best understood in the context of several
examples provided below.
While this is occurring, in a separate workflow personal
Vocabulary can be developed. Thus, communication system
10 can generate personal Vocabulary using corporate Vocabu
lary, which is propagating in the network. In practical terms,
it is difficult to tag user traffic in a corporate (i.e., enterprise)
environment. There are two modes in which corporate
Vocabulary can be generated. First, in a learning mode, where
end users are not yet Subscribed, automatic corporate Vocabu
lary can be generated by tagging content as it flows through
the network. This can be generated by tagging content anony
mously in the network. This typically happens in the learning
mode of the system, where no users are subscribed on the
system. The user whose content is being tagged is not neces
sarily of interest at the time of corporate Vocabulary genera
tion. Second, in a real-time system scenario, as users begin
using the system, users have the ability to suggest new words
to the corporate Vocabulary through a manual process, feed
back loops, etc., which are detailed herein.
By contrast, personal Vocabulary generation can use cor
porate Vocabulary to tag words for particular users. AS docu
ments (e.g., email/http/videos, PDF, etc.) flow through the
network, the system checks for words from the corporate
Vocabulary, tags the appropriate words (e.g., using a
whitelist), and then associates those words with particular
users. Communication system 10 can include a set of rules
and a set of algorithms that decide whether tagged words
should be added to a personal vocabulary. Rules include
common term threshold, group Vocabulary adjustment, etc.
Over a period, the user's personal vocabulary develops into a
viable representation of Subject areas (e.g., categories) for
this particular end user. In addition, the user has the ability to
add words to his personal Vocabulary manually. He also has
the ability to mark individual words as public or private,
where the latter would prohibit other users in the system from
viewing those personal vocabulary words.
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Many of these activities can be accomplished by using
streaming databases in accordance with one example imple
mentation. In one particular instance, this involves the use of
streaming database feeder 50. A streaming database continu
ously analyzes massive Volumes of dynamic information.
Streaming database feeder 50 can create a user sub-stream for
each user, where the tags could continuously be updated for
that user. By writing a simple query, an individual can derive
the most prevalent topics (e.g., based on a normalized count
and time).

10

Considera case where end user 12 has written an email that

includes the content "Optical Switching is a terrific technol
ogy. This email message can traverse the network and be
received at a router (e.g., a large corporate router, a Switch, a
switched port analyzer (SPAN) port, or some type of virtual
private network (VPN) network appliance). Collector 54 can
be provisioned at Such a location in order to capture data

15

and/or facilitate the identification of content, as described
herein.
FIGS. 3 and 4 offer two distinct workflows for communi

cation system 10. FIG.3 addresses the corporate vocabulary
formation, whereas FIG.3 addresses the personal vocabulary
development. It should also be noted that these illustrations
are associated with more typical flows involving simplistic
documents propagating in a network (e.g., email, word pro
cessing documents, PDFs, etc.).
FIG. 3 is a simplified flowchart illustrating one example
operation associated with communication system 10. At 305,
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end user 12 has written an email that includes the content

“Optical Switching is a terrific technology.” At 310, this email
message can traverse the network and be received at a router
(e.g., a large corporate router, a switch, a Switched portana
lyzer (SPAN) port, or some type of virtual private network
(VPN) network appliance). Collector 54 can be provisioned
at Such a location in order to capture data and/or facilitate the
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whitelist can be used on various fields within communication

35

identification of content, as described herein.

In this particular example, FIFO element 56 may receive
data in a raw format, at 315. At 320, text extraction module 58

may extract certain fields in order to identify a title, text,
authorship, and a URL associated with this particular docu
ment. Note that as used herein in this Specification, the term
separate is used to encompass extraction, division, logical
splitting, etc. of data segments in a data flow. The term 'tag as
used herein in this Specification, is used to encompass any
type of labeling, maintaining, identifying, etc. associated
with data. Note that for this particular instance (where an
email is being sent), the URL can have a blank field.
The title may include a subject line, or an importance?
priority parameter, and the text field would have the quoted
statement (i.e., content), as written above. At 325, the docu
ment is then passed to blacklist 60, which searches (i.e.,
evaluates) the document to see if any blacklisted words are
found in the document. If any such blacklisted words are
present, the document is dropped. In one general sense, there
are two layers of privacy provided by blacklist 60 and
whitelist 66, which are working together. Examples of black
list words in a corporate environment may include salary,
merger, etc., or possibly words that might offend public
users, compromise privacy issues, implicate confidential
business transactions, etc. Note that the blacklist (much like
the whitelist) can readily be configured by an administrator
based on particular user needs. The term whitelist as used
herein in this Specification is meant to connote any data
sought to be targeted for inclusion into the resultant compos
ite of words for an administrator. Along similar reasoning, the
term “blacklist as used herein is meant to include items that

should not be included in the resultant composite of words.
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Provided that the document in this instance is not dropped
as a result of the blacklist check, the document passes to
document type filter 62. Document type filter 62 performs a
quick check of the type of document that is being evaluated,
at 330. Again, this component is configurable as an adminis
trator can readily identify certain types of documents as
including more Substantive or meaningful information (e.g.,
PDF or Word processing documents, etc.). Along similar
reasoning, some documents (such as JPEG pictures) may not
offer a likelihood of finding substantive vocabulary (i.e., con
tent) within the associated document. These more irrelevant
documents may be (as a matter of practice) not evaluated for
content and any such decision as to whether to ignore these
documents (e.g., JPEG pictures), or scrutinize them more
carefully would be left up to an administrator.
In one example, noun phrase extractor module 64 includes
a natural language processing (NLP) component to assist it in
its operations. Note that a similar technology may existintext
extraction module 58 to assist it in its respective operations.
One objective of noun phrase extractor module 64 is to extract
meaningful objects from within text Such that the content can
be aggregated and further processed by communication sys
tem 10. In this example, noun phrase extractor module 64
performs its job by extracting the terms “optical switching
and “technology, as illustrated by 335.
Once this document has propagated through noun phrase
extractor module 64, the document passes to whitelist 66, at
340. An administrator may wish to pickup certain whitelisted
words in the content, as it propagates through a network. The
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system 10. In this particular example, the whitelist is used to
search the title and text fields. At this point, the document is
sent to document splitter element 68. Note that there are two
documents being created from the original document. In one
instance, at 345, document splitter element 68 can receive a
document with five fields including the concept field, and
perform several operations. First, it creates document #2
using the concept field in document #1. Second, it removes
the concept field from document #1. Third, it can remove all
fields except the concept field from document #2. Fourth, it
can send both document #1 and document #2 to clean topics
module 70.
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It should be noted that noun phrase extractor module 64
operates best when considering formal statements (e.g., using
proper English). Colloquialisms or folksy speech is difficult
to interpret from the perspective of any computer system.
More informal documentation (e.g., email) can be more prob
lematic, because of the speech that dominates this forum.
Clean topics module 70 is configured to address some of
these speech/grammar issues in several ways. In one example
implementation, clean topics module 70 can receive two
documents, as explained above. It passes document #1 with
out the concept field. For document #2, having the concept
field, it can be configured to employ stop word removal logic,
at 350. In this particular arrangement, the following stop
words can be removed: first name, last name, user ID; func
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tional stop word: A, an, the, etc.; email stop words: regards,
thanks, dear, hi, etc.; non-alphabets: special characters, num
bers; whitelist words: words found in a whitelist file config
ured by the administrator, administrator stop words: admin
istrator rejected system words. Note that the operation of
filtering functional stop words is different from filtering email
(e.g., administrator stop words). For example, “Back Of
America” would not be processed into "Bank America.”
Thus, stop words between two non-stop words would not
necessarily be removed in certain instances.
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In addition, and in this particular example, the following
rules can be applied: Rule 1: Remove the entire noun phrase
ifa substring match is found; Rule 2: Remove only the offend
ing culprit: Rule 3: Remove the entire noun phrase if an exact
match is found. Particular to this example, rules can be
applied in the following order: Drop concept fields containing
non-alphabets (Rule 1); Drop concept fields containing (e.g.,
LDAP) entries (Rule 1); Drop concept fields containing email
stop words (Rule 1); Remove the functional stop word only if
it is at either end of the concept field. Do not drop the words
found in between, apply rule iteratively (Rule 2). Drop the
concept field value if it is an exact match with the whitelist
words (Rule 1). Drop the concept field value if it is an exact
match with the administrator stop words (Rule 1). Note that
LDAP filtering can also occur during these activities. For
example, if any proper names already in LDAP are identified,
the filter can just drop those terms.
At 355, vocabulary feeder module 44 can receive the docu
ments (e.g., on the connector side). Vocabulary feeder module
44 forwards the document without the concept field and, for
the document with the concept field, it sends it to streaming

20
silent mode offers a file based approach, where terms are
written to a file, and do not make it to the administrator user
interface.
5

write to the administrator user interface table. The adminis
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ries can be run over both real-time and historical data. Incom

ing data can be optionally persisted for replay, back-testing,
drill-down, benchmarking, etc.
Returning to the flow of FIG. 3, vocabulary feeder module
44 can read the concept field (e.g., created by the NLP mod
ule) and can feed the noun phrases to the raw Vocabulary
stream (e.g., "raw vocab stream file), at 360. The vocabu
lary feeder mechanism can calculate the weight of each of the
topics in the concept field by looking up a hash map (initial
ized from a file) between the number of terms and corre
sponding weight and, Subsequently, feed the topic, calculated
weight, and timestamp into the raw vocabulary stream. The
vocabulary feeder's output can be configured to interface
with the Vocabulary stream. The streams aggregate the topics
into (for example) a weekly collapsed Vocabulary table (e.g.,
“weekly collapsed vocab table' file), which could be
updated during any suitable timeframe (e.g., hourly). This
table serves as input to table write service element 48.
In regards to the periodic write service, a periodic service
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blacklist, or to ignore the terms. In one example implemen
tation, the administrator does not suggest new stop words.
Only system suggested (or user Suggested) stop words can be
rejected.
Feedback loop module 36 is coupled to administrator Sug
gest interface 38. At 370, the administrator chooses the “reject
term' option, the system can add the term to the list of existing
stop words and, further, propagate it to collector 54 to copy
over to a file (e.g., adminStop Words.txt). Network collabora
tion platform 32 can create a file from the table suggested
vocabulary terms (e.g., via commands including
Suggested by System, and status rejected). This file can be a
part of the force sync files that can be pushed to the collector/
connector (depending on where the stop words mechanism
resides). At 375, emerging vocabulary topics element 46 can
look up emerging topics (e.g., within harvested documents)
and, Systematically, add the emerging and top topics to the
architecture for the administrator to consider. Both options
can be provided to an administrator. The emerging topics can
be similar to the experience tags such that topics growing in
prominence over a given time interval (e.g., a week) can be
Suggested to an administrator.
FIG. 4 is a simplified flowchart illustrating one example
operation associated with communication system 10. In this
particular flow, an email is written from a first end user (John)
to a second end user (Bill) at 410. The email from John states,
“Search engines are good” and this is evaluated in the follow
ing ways. At 420, authorship is identified and the email is
searched for blacklisted and whitelisted words. In essence, a

number of text stripping operations occur for the received
document (as outlined previously above in FIG. 3). At 430,
the whitelisted words are received at LDAP feeder element
55

42. In one sense, the appropriate concept has been extracted
from this email, where insignificant words have been effec
tively stripped from the message and are not considered fur
ther.
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can invoke the write to administrator table service, as

explained above. This service can be configurable for the
following: silent mode, hourly, daily, weekly, monthly.
Hourly, daily, weekly, and monthly modes designate that the
terms are suggested to an administrator on the specified inter
vals. Hourly intervals could be used for testing purposes. A

trator user interface table can represent the shared table
between user-suggested vocabulary terms and the system
Suggested Vocabulary terms. Administrator Suggest interface
38 can read the user-suggested vocabulary table (“user:Sug
gestedVocabulary table') to display the terms. This module
can Suggest the top 'n' words to the administrator for adding
to the vocabulary whitelist. Feedback loop module 36 may
include application program interfaces (APIs) being provided
to create a file from the table of Suggested Vocabulary terms.
In this example, at 365, administrator suggest interface 38
reads the weekly collapsed vocabulary table to display the
terms. This element also suggests the top (e.g., n) words to
an administrator for addition to the vocabulary whitelist. The
administratoris provided a user interface to make decisions as
to whether to add the term to the whitelist, add it to the

database feeder 50. In one instance, the streams are associated

with storage technology, which is based on a stream protocol
(in contrast to a table format). In other instances, any other
Suitable technology can be employed to organize or to help
process the incoming documents, content, etc. The streams
can be updated by vocabulary feeder module 44.
More specifically, the analytics approach of connector 40
(in one example) involves having queries analyze streaming
data. This strategy for handling continuously flowing data is
different from traditional business intelligence approaches of
first accumulating data and then running batch queries for
reporting and analysis. Such an approach enables analysis of
heterogeneous data regardless of whether the data is flowing,
staged, etc. In addition, queries are continuous and constantly
running so new results are delivered when the downstream
application can use them. Data does not need to be stored or
modified, so the system can keep up with enormous data
Volumes. Thousands of concurrent queries can be run con
tinuously and simultaneously on a server architecture. Que

For table write service element 48, a service layer can read
the weekly collapsed vocabulary table for the top words and

65

At 440, John is associated with the term “search engine'
based on John authoring message and, in a similar fashion,
Bill is associated with the term “search engine' based on him
receiving this message. Note that there is a different weight
associated with John authoring this message, and Bill simply
receiving it. At 450, weighting module 55 can be invoked in
order to assign an intelligent weight based on this message
propagating in the network. For example, as the author, John
may receive a full point of weight associated with this par
ticular subject matter (i.e., search engines). As the recipient,
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Bill may only receive a half point for this particular subject
matter relationship (where Bill's personal vocabulary would
include this term, but it would not carry the same weight as
this term being provided in John's personal Vocabulary).
At 460, weighting module 55 may determine how common
this word choice (i.e., "search engine') is for these particular
end users. For example, if this were the first time that John has
written of search engines, it would be inappropriate to nec
essarily tag this information and, Subsequently, identify John
as an expert in the area of search engines. This email could be
random, arbitrary, a mistake, or simply a rare occurrence.
However, if over a period, this terminology relating to search
engines becomes more prominent (e.g., reaches a threshold),
then John's personal vocabulary may be populated with this
term.

22
an end user) can construct specific communities associated
with individual Subject matter areas. In one example, an
administrator may see that John and Bill are actively involved
in the area of search engines. Several other end users can also
be identified such that the administrator can form a small
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15

In this particular example, at 470, several days after the
initial email, John sends Bill a second email that includes a

white paper associated with search engines, along with an
accompanying video that is similarly titled. Connector 40 has
the intelligence to understand that a higher weight should be
accorded to this Subsequent transmission. Intuitively, the sys
tem can understand that certain formats (White Papers, video
presentations, etc.) are more meaningful in terms of associ
ating captured words with particular subject areas. At 480.
weighting module 55 assigns this particular transmission five
points (three points for the White Paper and two points for the
video presentation), where the five points would be allocated
to John's personal Vocabulary associated with search engines.
In addition, Bill is also implicated by this exchange, where he
would receive a lesser point total for (passively) receiving this
information. In this instance, at 490, Bill receives three points
as being a recipient on this email. At 500, the point totals are
stored in an appropriate database on a per-user basis.
Additionally, overtime, a social graph can be built based on
the connection between John and Bill and, in particular, in the
context of the Subject area of search engines. In one sense, the
weight between these two individuals can be bidirectional. A
heavier weight is accorded to John based on these transmis
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efficiency purposes, a streaming database engine can be
employed in one particular instance. Table 90 can be popu
lated in one particular implementation as shown in FIG. 5,
where the format assumes a maximum configured number of
experts per topic being designated as two (in this example).
can be kept systematically, where the top users (that have the
highest counts) are reported. Each time that the expertise of a
user is requested, a query user-username can be made on
the top user fields (e.g., TOP USER1=username OR
TOP USER2="username). The resulting rows of table 90
are representative of the expertise derived for a particular

50 USC.

continue to evolve as end users interact with each other about

certain Subject areas.
In contrast to other systems that merely identify two indi
viduals having some type of relationship, the architecture
provided herein can offer the context in which the relation
ship has occurred, along with a weighting that is associated
with the relationship. For example, with respect to the John/
Bill relationship identified above, these two individuals may
have their communications exclusively based on the topic of
search engines. Bill could evaluate his own personal Vocabu
lary and see that John represents his logical connection to this
particular subject matter. He could also evaluate other less
relevant connections between his colleagues having (in this
particular example) a weaker relationship associated with this
particular Subject matter. Additionally, an administrator (or

Table 90 can relate to expertise derivation using suitable
database structures. In operation, a database of terms can be
maintained for the Vocabulary and the noun phrases. For each
term in the vocabulary, the top individuals that are most
expressive on that topic (identified through network data
analysis, or through provisioning) are mapped and main

Table 90 can be active in the sense that a count for each user

The architecture discussed herein can continue to amass

and aggregate these counts or points in order to build a per
Sonal Vocabulary (e.g., personal tags) for each individual end
user. The personal vocabulary is intelligently partitioned Such
that each individual has his own group of tagged words to
which he is associated. At the same time, a social graph can

are derived.

tained. Since the Summarization of this dataset is used for

sions because he has been the dominant author in these

exchanges. If Bill were to become more active and assume an
authorship role in this relationship, then the weight metric
could shift to reflect his more proactive involvement. In one
particular example, a threshold of points is reached in order
for Bill's personal vocabulary to include the term search
engine. This accounts for the scenario in which a bystander is
simply receiving communications in a passive manner.

community that can effectively interact about issues in this
Subject area.
In another example, entire groups can be evaluated in order
to identify common Subject matter areas. For example, one
group of end users may be part of a particular business seg
ment of a corporate entity. This first group may be associated
with Switching technologies, whereas a second group within
the corporate entity may be part of a second business segment
involving traffic management. By evaluating the Vocabulary
exchanged between these two groups, a common area of
interest and possible expertise can be identified. In this par
ticular example, the personal Vocabulary being exchanged
between the groups reveals a common interest and possible
expertise in the Subject of deep packet inspection.
FIG. 5 is a simplified table 90 associated with communi
cation system 10. FIG. 5 can include terms and users to be
associated with expertise topics, where absolute expertise
(e.g., expertise related to the person in question, in the context
of the enterprise, etc.) is being identified. Each person's
potential expertise can be evaluated against other users of the
system (e.g., relative expertise), where the other users can be
provisioned or populated by an administrator, by themselves
individually, or via their network data. The set of expertise
topics can belong to Vocabulary terms and noun-phrases that
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FIG. 6 is a simplified flowchart 600 illustrating one pos
sible activity associated with the communication system 10.
At 602, each term in the vocabulary can be maintained such
that it can be readily searched. At 604, for each term in the
Vocabulary, a query can be run. At 606, a current index is
generated, or otherwise updated. At 608, faceting (i.e., sort
ing) on authors field is ran. At 610 expertise tags of top
authors are updated with the current query term. In a particu
lar embodiment, at 614, the authors are sorted and a number

60
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oftop authors are extracted. At 612, a particular expertise tag
can be attached to specific user profiles.
When new words are being dynamically added to the
vocabulary using different flows, the following activity can
occur. A given database can track the noun-phrases extracted
and, further, increment counts for these objects. In addition,
an associated database can maintain the possible terms. In
certain types of flows, an algorithm that can flatten out oscil
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lation in expertise tags can be employed to eliminate rapidly
changing tags (e.g., keep track of the last few sets of tags,
delete a tag only if it is not on the list of tags for a certain time
period, etc.).
FIG. 7 is a simplified flowchart 700 illustrating one activity
associated with communication system 10. The activity being
depicted by FIG. 7 relates to deriving relative expertise (e.g.,
expertise related to the person in question, even if their exper
tise in the context of the enterprise may be low when com
pared to other individuals). A hot topics element can be used
as a Summary of the topics, either on a per-user basis, on a
system basis, etc. At 702, an incremental list of users is
derived. At 704, a query is ran for a particular author (e.g.,
“somebody”). At 706, a current index is provided. At 708, a
clustering operation is ran on the query results. At 710, hot
topics for the particular user are generated, where the infor
mation can be used to suggest new vocabulary terms. The
particular clustering activity can be based on a live index in
certain implementations. An offline task can be scheduled at
a predefined time interval, which is configurable by the
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administrator. Each time the task is initiated, it can derive

expertise for each user of the system. Optionally, the load can
be spread across Subgroups of users (e.g., midnight every day,
users are processed having the last name in the intervals
A-C, D-F, etc.). Another way to minimize excessive query
processing would be to run one of the queries each time a user
accesses his own profile page, combined with an email/uni
form resource locator (URL) threshold (e.g., if a user sent
more than X emails, a query would be run, and an end user's
profile would be updated with corresponding expertise tags).
FIG. 8 is a simplified flowchart 800 illustrating one activity
associated with the communication system 10. The particular
flow of FIG.8 is associated with using noun-phrase extraction
and facets. Instead of applying clustering, communication
system 10 can use noun-phrase extractor module 64 (on the
indexing side) to populate a noun-phrase metadata field for
each indexed document. Then, at query time, the same
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mechanisms described above can be used to evaluate the list

of users and, for each query, (i.e., author=username), the
results can be faceted by the noun-phrase field. This will
imply that the most used noun-phrases by that particular user
can be shown as the hot topic for that person.

40

At 802, an incremental list of users is derived. At 804, a

query is ran for a particular author (e.g., "somebody'). At
806, a current index is provided. At 808, faceting is ran on the
noun-phrase fields in the query results. At 810, hot topics can
be developed for this particular user (e.g., “somebody'),
where the hot topics can be used to Suggest new vocabulary
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terms, as shown in 350.

FIG. 9 is a simplified table 94 illustrating one possible
object to be included in databases within communication
system 10. Note that communication system 10 can maintain
a database of users along with all possible keywords. Each
time a term is seen in the indexed data, a corresponding
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counter can be incremented to reflect the number of occur
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rences for this particular term. Table 94 can be uniformly
Sorted (e.g., using streaming databases), or table 94 can be
Sorted at the time a list of hot topics is needed (e.g., per user,
sort the table and identify the top x most used vocabulary
terms).
In regards to aggregating hot topics over the set of users, the
following flows are possible. For a first flow, a query can be

in a network element, such as connector 40 and/or collector
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made for all records, where results would be clustered to

obtain the top results. For a second flow, a query can be made
for specified records, where faceting can be executed on the
noun-phrase field to obtain the top results. For a third type of
flow, an aggregate user is added to the user pool, where
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statistics are maintained for this particular user. Note that if a
set oftop URLs needs to be derived, the same kind of database
mechanism can be used to achieve this result (i.e., providing
an active table of URLs seen by collector 54). In a particular
embodiment, the set of top URLs may be the URLs in valu
able page list 73. In terms of configurable parameters, a given
administrator can configure a number of per-topic experts, a
number of per-user hot topics derived, a number of system
wide hot topics derived, etc. Application program interfaces
(APIs) can be used for each of these configurable parameters
in particular implementations of the present disclosure.
FIG. 10 is a simplified graph 96 illustrating an example set
of delta values associated with deriving emerging topics.
There are various possible algorithms that can be used to
derive emerging topics, which commonly have a higher rate
of change/incidents over time than the top topics. In a first
example method, existing database tables can be used to
compute changes between a given data segment (e.g., a slice),
as depicted by graph 96.
The computation can involve using several measurements
of change, or a combination of these elements. The appropri
ate measurements can include average delta, average positive
delta, and the maximum delta. In one particular implementa
tion, the average delta can be defined as: (-delta1 +delta2+
delta3)/3. Additionally, the average positive delta can be
defined as: (Delta2+Delta3)/3. Furthermore, the maximum
delta can be defined as delta2, as is detected in graph96. In a
second methodology, streaming databases can be used to
directly derive a rate of change from the initial raw streams.
While this method is more accurate (because it can use a
broader set of topics, not only the ones in a top topics table),
it may necessitate schema.
For deriving emerging topics, the first methodology iden
tified above can be used. The measurements presented can be
calculated, where internal knobs can be exposed to be able to
choose one (or a combination) of these measurements. The
final result can be a list of ordered topics (e.g., ordered using
any of these parameters). A simple API can be used in Such
activities. For scheduling semantics, a quartz Scheduling
mechanism (also used by streaming databases) can be used to
schedule a job that can query the associated database on a
daily basis (e.g., verifying if the database has been changed,
where iteration over the topics can Subsequently occur). For
topics retrieval, a database connection can be opened, where
the collapsed topics (e.g., weekly) table can be queried to
retrieve a list of unique top topics. The list of topics can be
iterated, where the slices (daily) can be retrieved, along with
their slice access counts. The deltas can then be suitably
computed, as described above.
Software for providing intelligent expertise derivation can
be provided at various locations of communication system
10. In one example implementation, this software is resident
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54, or in another network element for which this capability is
relegated. In other examples, this could involve combining
connector 40 and/or collector 54 with an application server or
a gateway, or some proprietary element, which could be pro
vided in (or be proximate to) these identified network ele
ments, or this could be provided in any other device being
used in a given network. In one specific instance, connector
40 provides the expertise derivation features explained
herein, while collector 54 can be configured to offer the raw
data collection activities detailed herein. In Such an imple
mentation, collector 54 can initially receive the data, employ
its filtering functions, and then send the results to expertise
tag derivation module 57, which can develop or otherwise
process this information for deriving expertise.
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In other embodiments, the expertise derivation feature may
be provided externally to connector 40, or included in some
other network device, or in a computing mechanism to
achieve these intended functionalities. As identified previ
ously, a network element can include Software to achieve the
expertise derivation operations, as outlined herein in this
document. In certain example implementations, the expertise
derivation functions outlined herein may be implemented by
logic encoded in one or more tangible media (e.g., embedded
logic provided in an application specific integrated circuit
ASIC), digital signal processor DSP instructions, software
potentially inclusive of object code and source code to be
executed by a processor, or other similar machine, etc.).
Turning to FIG. 11, FIG. 11 is a simplified flowchart 1100
illustrating example activities associated with deriving user
expertise based on data propagating in a network environ
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nector 40, or included in some other network device, or in a
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ment. At 1102, a collect module can receive network traffic

associated with a web page. For example, transitional page
detection engine 75 may receive traffic from IP network 14,
where that user traffic relates to a web page. At 1104, a
packet/privacy filter can be applied to discard unwanted pack
ets (e.g., based on IP addresses and port numbers). For
example, blacklist 60 may filter out unwanted packets based
on IP addresses and port numbers.
In a particular embodiment, communication system 10
focuses on web pages, email, etc. and does not necessarily
evaluate all network traffic. At 1106, a collect process
assembles packets into complete messages and documents.
At 1108, applications are recognized, where application data
is extracted (e.g., text is generated from video/audio). At
1110, the collection module can analyze extracted data by
comparing the extracted data to specific terms, which can be
found in Vocabularies. For example, Vocabulary can be used
in content filtering activities (e.g., using whitelist 66 and
blacklist 60). At 1112, the architecture can determine if the
web page is a valuable web page. For example, communica
tion system 10 may determine if a condition was satisfied
(e.g., a predetermined amount of time, one or more social
gestures, etc.) while the web page was being accessed. If the
web page is a valuable web page, then the web page is tagged
as Such and provided to (e.g., stored in) a valuable page list.
This is illustrated in 1116. If the web page is not a valuable
web page, then the web page is tagged as transitional and
Subsequently stored in a transitional page list, as illustrated in
1114. By using the URLs in valuable page list 73, and other
Suitable mechanisms, user expertise may be derived based on
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the network data.

Software for providing intelligent vocabulary building and
URL classification functionalities can be provided at various
locations. In one example implementation, this software is
resident in a network element (e.g., provisioned in connector
40, NCP 32, and/or collector 54) or in another network ele
ment for which this capability is relegated. In other examples,
this could involve combining connector 40, NCP 32, and/or
collector 54 with an application server, a firewall, a gateway,
or some proprietary element, which could be provided in (or
be proximate to) these identified network elements, or this
could be provided in any other device being used in a given
network. In one specific instance, connector 40 provides the
personal Vocabulary building features explained herein,
while collector 54 can be configured to offer the URL classi
fication activities detailed herein. In Such an implementation,
collector 54 can initially receive the data, employ its evalua
tion functions, and process the information Such that appro
priate data is pushed to one or more video portals.
In other embodiments, the URL classification features may
be provided externally to collector 54, NCP 32, and/or con
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computer to achieve these intended functionalities. As iden
tified previously, a network element can include software to
achieve the URL classification and vocabulary building
operations, as outlined herein in this document. In certain
example implementations, the URL classification and
Vocabulary building functions outlined herein may be imple
mented by logic encoded in one or more tangible media (e.g.,
embedded logic provided in an application specific integrated
circuit ASIC, digital signal processor DSP instructions,
software potentially inclusive of object code and source
code to be executed by a processor, or other similar machine,
etc.). In some of these instances, a memory element as shown
in some of the preceding FIGURES) can store data used for
the operations described herein.
This includes the memory element being able to store
Software, logic, code, or processor instructions that are
executed to carry out the activities described in this Specifi
cation. A processor can execute any type of instructions asso
ciated with the data to achieve the operations detailed herein
in this Specification. In one example, the processor as shown
in some of the preceding FIGURES could transform an
element or an article (e.g., data) from one state or thing to
another state or thing. In another example, the activities out
lined herein may be implemented with fixed logic or pro
grammable logic (e.g., Software/computer instructions
executed by a processor) and the elements identified herein
could be some type of a programmable processor, program
mable digital logic (e.g., a field programmable gate array
FPGA, an erasable programmable read only memory
(EPROM), an electrically erasable programmable ROM (EE
PROM)) or an ASIC that includes digital logic, software,
code, electronic instructions, or any suitable combination
thereof.

Any of these elements (e.g., the network elements, etc.) can
include memory elements for storing information to be used
in achieving the Vocabulary building and URL classification,
as outlined herein. Additionally, each of these devices may
include a processor that can execute Software oran algorithm
to perform the vocabulary building and URL classification
activities as discussed in this Specification. These devices
may further keep information in any Suitable memory ele
ment random access memory (RAM), ROM, EPROM,
EEPROM, ASIC, etc.), software, hardware, or in any other
Suitable component, device, element, or object where appro
priate and based on particular needs. Any of the memory
items discussed herein should be construed as being encom
passed within the broad term memory element. Similarly,
any of the potential processing elements, modules, and
machines described in this Specification should be construed
as being encompassed within the broad term processor.
Each of the network elements can also include suitable inter
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faces for receiving, transmitting, and/or otherwise communi
cating data or information in a network environment.
Note that with the examples provided herein, interaction
may be described in terms of two, three, four, or more network
elements. However, this has been done for purposes of clarity
and example only. In certain cases, it may be easier to
describe one or more of the functionalities of a given set of
flows by only referencing a limited number of components or
network elements. It should be appreciated that communica
tion system 10 of FIG. 1A (and its teachings) are readily
Scalable. Communication system 10 can accommodate a
large number of components, as well as more complicated or
Sophisticated arrangements and configurations. Accordingly,
the examples provided should not limit the scope or inhibit
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the broad teachings of communication system 10 as potentially applied to a myriad of other architectures.
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reclassifying the transitional URL such that it is provided
to the valuable page list.

It is also important to note that the steps described with
5. The method of claim 1, wherein the condition is associ
reference to the preceding FIGURES illustrate only some of ated with a time interval for which the URLs are accessed.
the possible scenarios that may be executed by, or within, 5 6. The method of claim 1, wherein the condition relates to
communication system 10. Some of these steps may be
a context in which the URL was accessed, and wherein the
deleted or removed where appropriate, or these steps may be context is associated with an e-mail transmission.
modified or changed considerably without departing from the
7. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
Scope of the discussed concepts. In addition, a number of
a transitional URL to a blacklist after a number
these operations have been described as being executed con- 10 providing
of times the transitional URL has been classified for
currently with, or in parallel to, one or more additional opera
inclusion in a transitional page list.
tions. However, the timing of these operations may be altered
8. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
considerably. The preceding operational flows have been
maintaining a hash table during a browsing session to
offered for purposes of example and discussion. Substantial
determine if the condition has been satisfied for each
flexibility is provided by communication system 10 in that 15
uniform
resource locator accessed during the browsing
any suitable arrangements, chronologies, configurations, and
timing mechanisms may be provided without departing from
session.
the teachings of the discussed concepts.
9. Non-transitory media encoding logic that includes code
Numerous other changes, Substitutions, variations, alter- for execution and when executed by a processor is operable to

ations, and modifications may be ascertained to one skilled in 20 perform operations comprising:

the art and it is intended that the present disclosure encompass
all such changes, Substitutions, variations, alterations, and
modifications as falling within the scope of the appended

evaluating network traffic associated with a plurality of
users in a network;
identifying data within the network traffic that is associated

claims. In order to assist the United States Patent and Trade-

mark Office (USPTO) and, additionally, any readers of any 25

with a URL:

identifying at least one condition associated with the URL

patent issued on this application in interpreting the claims
appended hereto, Applicant wishes to note that the Applicant:
(a) does not intend any of the appended claims to invoke
paragraph six (6) of 35 U.S.C. section 112 as it exists on the
date of the filing hereofunless the words “means for or “step 30
for are specifically used in the particular claims; and (b) does
not intend, by any statement in the specification, to limit this
disclosure in any way that is not otherwise reflected in the
appended claims.

and a majority of the users;
classifying the URL as a transitional web page or as a
valuable web page based on the condition;
building a personal Vocabulary for each user based at least
on keywords identified in the network traffic and each
user's interaction with the network traffic over a period

What is claimed is:
35
1. A method performed at a network element in a network,

classification and the personal Vocabulary of the at least
Ole US.

classifying the URL as a transitional Web page or as a 45

11. The media of claim 10, wherein the area of expertise for

of time; and

determining an area of expertise for at least one user and a
level of expertise for the at least one user based on the

comprising:
10. The media of claim 9, the operations further compris
evaluating network traffic associated with a plurality of ing:
users in the network;
40 storing a first URL in a transitional page list;
identifying data within the network traffic that is associated
storing a second URL in a valuable page list; and
with a uniform resource locator (URL):
receiving a search query associated with expertise in a
identifying at least one condition associated with the URL
Subject, wherein the valuable page list is evaluated in
and a majority of the users;
generating a response to the search query.
valuable web page based on the condition;
building a personal Vocabulary for each user based at least
on keywords identified in the network traffic and each
users interaction with the network traffic over a period

the at least one user and the level of expertise for the at least
one user are based on elements provided in the transitional
page list and the valuable page list.
12. The media of claim 10, the operations further compris
of time; and
50 ing:
determining an area of expertise for at least one user and a
evaluating a transitional URL in the transitional page list;
level of expertise for the at least one user based on the
and
classification and the personal Vocabulary of the at least
reclassifying the transitional URL such that it is provided
Ole US.
to the valuable page list.
2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
55
13.
The media of claim 9, wherein the condition is associ
storing a first URL in a transitional page list;
ated with a time interval for which the URLs are accessed.
storing a second URL in a valuable page list; and
14. The media of claim 9, wherein the condition relates to
receiving a search query associated with expertise in a
Subject, wherein the valuable page list is evaluated in a context in which the URL was accessed, and wherein the
generating a response to the search query.
60 context is associated with an e-mail transmission.
3. The method of claim 2, wherein the area of expertise for
15. The media of claim 9, the operations further compris
the at least one user and the level of expertise for the at least ing:
one user are based on elements provided in the transitional
providing a transitional URL to a blacklist after a number
page list and the valuable page list.

4. The method of claim 2, further comprising:
65
evaluating a transitional URL in the transitional page list;
and

of times the transitional URL has been classified for

inclusion in a transitional page list.
16. The media of claim 9, the operations further compris

ing:
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maintaining a hash table during a browsing session to

30
determining an area of expertise for at least one user and

determine if the condition has been satisfied for each

a level of expertise for the at least one user based on

uniform resource locator accessed during the browsing

the classification and the personal vocabulary of the at

SSS1O.

least one user.

17. An apparatus, comprising:
5 18. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the apparatus is
a memory element configured to store data;
further configured for:
a processor operable to execute instructions associated
storing a first URL in a transitional page list; and
with the data;
storing
a second URL in a valuable page lists
a collector element configured to interface with the
the area of expertise for the at least one user and
memory element and the processor, wherein the appa- 10 wherein
the level of expertise for the at least one user are based on
ratus is configured for:
elements provided in the transitional page list and the
evaluating network traffic associated with a plurality of
users in a network;
valuable page list.
identifying data within the network traffic that is asso19. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the condition
ciated with a URL:

relates to a context in which the URL was accessed, and

wherein the context is associated with an e-mail transmission.

identifying at least one condition associated with the
20. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the apparatus is
URL and a majority of the users:
further
configured for:
classifying the URL as a transitional web page or as a
maintaining a hash table during a browsing session to
valuable web page based on the condition;
determine if the condition has been satisfied for each
building a personal Vocabulary for each user based at 20
uniform
resource locator accessed during the browsing
least onkeywords identified in the network traffic and
session.
each users interaction with the network traffic over a
period of time; and
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